
FYSP103/2 LENSES 

Goals of measurement 

• To illustrate the picture formation in case of lenses 

• To apply theory from lectures to determine the focal distances of lenses 

• To  rehearse minuting in the laboratory during the measurement and writing a 

report afterwards 

Background 

Before coming to the laboratory you have to prepare a written plan for intended 

measurements and deliver it (by e-mail or as written form) to the supervisor (can be 

found from the Finnish web pages of the laboratory, under course FYSP103) 7 days 

before measurements (because of the feedback). The plan should contain 

• an explanation how you are going to perform the measurements 

• what are you going to measure 

• how to get the wanted values from the measured ones (formulas and 

explanations are included in this section) 

• plan for error analyses 

 

The supervisor may give you some proposals how to improve measurements. You may 

also get some hints if you get stuck somewhere. Thus nobody is forced to skip this 

measurement only because at some point he/she doesn’t know what to do. 

The measurements 

The task is to determine experimentally the focal distances of two lenses (a concave and a 

convex lens) the assistant gives you in the beginning. The equipment needed is an optical 

bench, the studied lenses, an object (an arrow on a transparency which is illuminated 

from behind), shade and a measuring tape. 

Maybe the most difficult part of the measurements is to determine the focal distance of 

the concave lens. This is because the concave lens alone always produces a s.c. virtual 



image which can’t be seen on a shade. If you can’t find a way to perform this part of the 

measurements, you can ask the assistant. 

During preparations you should also think the way(s) to perform the error analyses. Think 

e.g. weather you are going to perform the same measurement once or many times or will 

you repeat the same measurement by changing the set up little every time. 

A proper report is written and laboratory notes (and other appendices) are attached. The 

assistant includes the original pre-plan to your report and rates it as a part of the report. 


